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Abstract--- The presence of noise in PLC can eventually lead to 
information corruption. In this design, we present the usage of 
several classification learners in detection of noise that might 
found in received PLC signals at the receiving end of the OFDM 
channel. A database of 5,000 PLC signals with their 
corresponding categories was used for training and evaluation. 
Four neural networks were studied through experiments: radial 
basis function (RBF) neural network, supervised Kohonen 
network, counter propagation neural network, and X-Y fused 
neural network. The results of the experiments indicate that the 
RBF model achieves the best performance among the proposed 
methods, overall classification accuracy of 98.2%. Furthermore, 
the remaining proposed algorithms: CPNN and XYF networks 
are considerably robust classification learners, resulting in true 
classification percentages of 87.9%, 95.3% and 92.1% 
respectively. 
Keywords— Machine Learning; Noise Detection; Radial Basis 
Function Neural Network; Counter Propagation Neural Network, 
and X-Y Fused Neural Network. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Power Line Communication (PLC) system can be 
considered an economical broadband medium since it takes 
advantage of the already existing power line distribution 
infrastructure present everywhere [1]. As a result of that 
substantial merit, PLC technology has recently attracted a lot 
of attention of  researchers [4] and has been installed in several 
applications such as broadband transmission, gaming and high 
definition television (HDTV). However, the PLC technology 
suffers some damaging disadvantage e.g. noise presence, 
attenuation and multipath propagation [2], which might, 
unfortunately, pollute the information transmitted over the 
wired channels and accordingly, degrade the performance and 
reliability of PLC communications [1]. Hence, Chang [1] has 
suggested a functionally effective modulation scheme, known 
as the orthogonal frequency division multiplexer (OFDM) to 
overcome the obstacles facing the PLC networks. OFDM 
employs Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) for the 
purpose of converting frequency-domain signals into time-
domain signals, and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) that 
reverses the action of IFFT. This new technology has indeed 
contributed in the enhancement of the transmission 
environment. However, the boost offered by means of OFDM 
modulation scheme was considered to be insufficient 
especially when noise energy distributes among the orthogonal 
sub channels of the OFDM, which might result in information 
loss or information deformation at the OFDM receiving end. 
Hence, noise detection techniques have become essential and 
strongly relied upon in the OFDM systems.  
Noise, which is considered as a significant issue in PLC 
channels, can be defined as an invalid  signal added to the 
desired signal holding proper and useful information in a PLC 
channel [1]. Fluorescent lamps, halogen lamps and light 
dimmers are examples of electrical appliances that commonly 
exhibit high rates of noise. Literature has outlined that 
background noise and impulsive noise are two basic kinds of 
noise. Firstly, background noise, is a type of noise that is often 
found in communication mediums, it has relatively slight 
effect on the integrity of information carried by the transmitted 
signal, since it exhibits a relatively low power spectral density 
(PSD) [3]. Background noise is primarily categorized into two 
types: coloured noise and narrowband interference (NBI). The 
second major type of noise, named as impulsive noise, is in 
fact the most serious and devastating in transmission channels. 
Impulsive noise consists of instantaneous sharp 
“on/off” pulses with high power spectral density [2]. 
Impulsive noise in PLC is mainly from unnatural sources and 
can be initiated by specific actions e.g. the switching action 
(ON and OFF) of electrical devices such as DC rectifiers and 
light dimmers. Impulsive noise comprises of asynchronous 
impulsive noise, periodic impulsive noise synchronous to main 
frequency, and the periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to 
the main frequency.  
This paper contributes by the introduction of a powerful and 
innovative usage of particular machine learning methods 
(radial basis function neural network, supervised Kohonen 
network, counter-propagation neural network, and X-Y fused 
neural network) for the detection of noise mixed with the 
received messages in OFDM in order to boost the quality and 
intelligibility of noisy signals. Furthermore, this paper 
considers the evaluation of suggested algorithms with regard 
to two aspects: learning speed and classification accuracy in 
order to specify the optimum classifier and eventually achieve 
robustness in pattern recognition. From Section II to Section 
V, this paper begins with a review of the investigated 
classifiers, gained from previous literature studies. In Section 
II, we demonstrate the implementation of each method used. 
In section III, we display the performance results of the 
classifiers trained on the features of the PLC received signals. 
Finally, Section IV provides a discussion of the produced 
performance results in light of previous literature. 
A. Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBF) 
Radial basis function neural networks (RBF) were first 
formulated in [4]. The RBF network is considered as a 
powerful machine learning algorithm that has been used in 
abroad variety  of implementations including: function 
approximation (non-linear regression), time series 
prediction, pattern recognition, and system control [4-5]. 
Primarily, a RBF network has a feedforward topology of three 
fully-connected layers: input layer, hidden layer and output 
layer. The input layer holds the input vector in its neurons, 
whereas the output layer reacts in response to the input signals 
and consequently produces the corresponding pattern classes. 
The second layer (hidden layer) implements a kernel 
activation function which is commonly a Gaussian (RBF) 
function. Generally speaking, in RBF networks, the movement 
from input layer to hidden layer is nonlinear (governed by the 
RBF activations of the hidden neurons) whilst, that from 
hidden layer to output layer is linear, therefore, the output of 
the RBF network is a linear combination of radial basis 
functions. 
In demonstration, let us assume that ),...,,(= 21 mxxxx is an m-
dimensional input vector; a ),...,,(= 21 nwwww is an n-
dimensional weight vector connecting the RBF middle layer to 
the one-unit output layer. Let )(xig represents the Gaussian 
function of the hidden layer, where ni ,...,2,1= , such 
that n represents the number of hidden 
units, )_(=)( iii gg cxx where ic is the center of ith hidden 
neuron activation function, and ||*|| represents a distance 
metric measure, e.g., Euclidean norm. The radial basis 
activation function can be demonstrated as: 
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Where iσ is the width (radius) of the ith hidden neuron 
activation region. The activation value of the output layer is 
given in equation (2) as a linear combination of middle unit 
activation outputs, which can be calculated by performing a 
weighted sum of the hidden layer outputs: 
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where iw is the weight vector connecting a unit i  in the RBF 
hidden layer to every node in the final layer, and q  is the 
hidden layer output vector. 
Classification problems are usually trained in a supervised 
fashion, where a training dataset consisting of input patterns, 
each of which is associated with one category (Ck), is fed to 
the network during the training phase. After an effective 
learning phase, and sufficient number of training epochs, the 
trained network should be capable of approximating the 
mapping rule between input vectors and their corresponding 
classes, so as to predict the corresponding classes on unseen 
data with a high degree of generalization. 
B. Supervised Kohonen Network (SKN)  
Supervised Kohonen Network (SKN) are supervised methods 
for building classification models such in [6]. Kohonen has 
formerly suggested the SKN network as being a likely more 
robust classification model alternative as compared to its 
unsupervised predecessor, the unsupervised Kohonen map 
introduced in [7], due to the fact that supervised classification 
scheme often shows better performance quality than 
unsupervised clustering scheme, since supervised training 
algorithms have target data available on hand while the 
unsupervised training algorithms lack these target data. 
Supervised Kohonen networks can be employed in a plenty of 
challenging application fields, as proposed by Kohonen, since 
they have proven their capability and power in modelling and 
prediction. As for the SKN architecture, the input 
map mapX and the output map mapY are ‘glued’ together, as a 
result of that, they form a mutual input-output map ( mapXY ) 
which uses unsupervised Kohonen approach as a training 
algorithm that regulates the adjustment the weights. Each 
input vector X and its associated output vector Y are joined 
together and then supplied as a training pattern for the mutual 
input-output map ( mapXY ). Because in a SKN, information 
that exist in the  X and Y objects is used explicitly during the 
update of the units in the map, the structural arrangement of 
the concatenated map is ruled by X and Y objects in a perfect 
supervised way. After training, the input and output maps are 
separated. Then, the class membership for a new input object 
is quantified based on the algorithm explained for the CPN 
network in the upcoming section. 
C. Counter Propagation Network (CPN) 
An explanation of the mathematical fundamental principles of 
counter propagation neural network (CPNN) is discussed in 
[7]. A CPNN which can be considered as an extension of 
supervised Kohonen maps, since the CPNN is trained using 
the same training algorithm employed in the unsupervised 
Kohonen network (self organizing feature maps) except that 
the output map is also trained at the same time. CPNN is 
basically a two dimensional topological grid of neurons 
organized into an input layer (Kohonen layer “ mapX ”) and an 
output layer situated beneath (Grossberg layer “ mapY ”), the 
layout of the CPNN structure could be square or hexagonal 
[11]. Each input neuron has a number of elements (weights) 
identical to the number of features in the input vector, while 
each output neuron includes a number of elements (weights) 
identical to the total categories number. Prior to the training 
stage, the network weights are set in a random manner. During 
the training, the network adjusts its weights whilst being 
trained, in which the paired patterns drawn from the training 
set are repeatedly served to the network as inputs. Particularly, 
the weights are modified such that the weights on projected 
positions (spatial locations) approach the actual target classes.  
In detail, the training process of CPNN can be partitioned into 
two steps: the first step ensures that each input object in the 
training set is settled on the mapX neuron which has the most 
similar weights—this is the winning neuron. Each introduced 
object activates the winning neuron. The weights of the 
winning neuron, which highly resembles the introduced input 
vector, are modified so that they become closer to this input 
object. In addition, the weights of the neighboring neurons, 
within a pre-specified neighborhood, are also adjusted to get 
closer to the input vector, each neighboring neuron weights are 
adjusted with an unequal value of correction based on the 
distance from the neighboring neuron to the winning neuron. 
In the second step of training, the location of the winning 
neuron is projected to the mapY layer, which gives the predicted 
class. Then, the weights of the neuron in the Grossberg layer is 
adjusted according to the winning neuron chosen in the 
Kohonen layer, this update is made in a supervised manner so 
that the mapY neuron becomes closer to the actual class to 
which the introduced input object belongs. The second step of 
training is often called the supervised part of training of CPNN 
since it is conducted considering the corresponding actual 
output values of the introduced objects. If the CPNN is 
trained, it can be used for building regression and 
classification models, in which the CPNN approximates a 
mathematical model capable of predicting the membership of 
new given sample to its true class. For clarity, when an unseen 
input object is supplied to the network. The location of the 
winning unit in the input layer ( mapX ) then is utilized to look 
for the class membership of the output unit in the mapY that 
matches with the winning cell, that has been designated 
earlier. Thereafter, the element having the maximum value of 
this unit's weight vector returns the actual class membership. 
D. X–Y Fused Network (XYF)  
X–Y Fused Networks (XYF) are supervised methods for 
building classification models. The XYF network was 
developed and reported in [6] as a supervised Kohonen 
learning strategy that employs a ‘fused’ similarity measure 
between the mapX and mapY , after separate computation and 
afterwards weighted combination of two types of similarities: 
the similarities between a given input object X and all units in 
the mapX  ( )XmapXS , , and the similarities between the 
corresponding target class Y and all the units in the mapY , 
( )YmapYS , , the winner unit for both mapX and mapY  is 
determined. ( )kiSfused , denotes the fused similarity measure, 
such that i denotes the given pair of input and output 
patterns ( )ii YX , while unit k in the mapX and mapY can be 
expressed as in equation (3): 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )mapkimapkifused YYStXXStkiS ,_1+,=, αα (3) 
The location of the minimum value of ( )kiSfused , determines the 
winner unit. It is worth mentioning that the parameters ( )tα can 
be considered as a regulator variable, which controls the 
weight of the similarity ( )mapXXS , relative to the 
similarity ( )mapYYS , .It is also noted that ( )tα is a function of the 
the iteration number (the current epoch during the training 
phase). One epoch implies the introduction of one pair of 
objects (X and Y) contained in the training set to the XYF 
network. For XYF training, ( )tα decreases linearly in time, 
implying that in the initial stage of the training the 
similarity ( )mapXXS , will control the selection of the common 
winning unit. However, at the end of the training, both 
similarities ( )mapXXS , and ( )mapYYS , has equal contribution in 
the selection of the shared winning unit. As for class 
assignment, a trained XYF network, employs the same 
classification course of action demonstrated for the CPN 
network (Section III.B) to determine the class membership for 
a new input data point. 
II. IMPLEMENTATION 
The paper aims at employing machine learning techniques so 
as to classify received signals into three categories, based on 
the amplitudes that the received signals at the OFDM 
receiving end exhibit. The artificial intelligence approaches 
that are considered and employed in the purpose of classifying 
the received signals are: radial basis function (RBF) neural 
networks, supervised Kohonen maps (SKM), counter 
propagation neural networks (CPNN) and X-Y fused (XYF) 
networks. To investigate the performances and effectiveness 
of the considered machine learning techniques for 
classification task in an OFDM power line communication 
system, a series of a particular length comprising of bits, 
represented as binary digits of 0s and 1s was randomly 
generated in a random manner. The transmitted signal, 
denoted as Tx, was then modulated using binary phase shift 
keying (BPSK) modulation scheme and then the inverse fast 
Fourier transform (IFFT) block converts the signal to a time-
domain signal ready to be communicated through the OFDM 
medium, denoted as rmodulated. Thereafter, the clean signal was 
transmitted through an additive white Gaussian noise rawgn 
channel, and accordingly background noise was added to the 
clean message. For clarity, AWGN is a basic zero mean 
background noise model which imitates the effect of many 
random processes on the transmission medium, and which 
possesses uniform power spectral density across the overall 
bandwidth. Thereafter the random impulse noise rimpulse was 
added to the modulated signal rmodulated to form the corrupt 
signal rk, such that rk=rmodulated+rawgn+rimpulse. At the receiving 
end, the deformed signal rk was then communicated through 
the machine learning classifiers to determine the type and 
nature of noise that manifest in the received signals in the 
OFDM powerline communication channel. 
In our design, there is a training dataset of size 5,000 input 
vector/target vector pairs. Each input example comprises of 
the PLC signal associated with the class to which this message 
belongs. A received signal might belong to one of three 
classes named as (A, B, and C). For clearer vision, modulated 
signals take amplitudes less than 1.1 (numerical threshold 
value), whilst the amplitudes of modulated signals mixed with 
AWGN ranges between 1.1 and 2.1. The impulsive noise is 
said to exist in the received signal when the amplitude is larger 
than or equal 2.2. Table I. summarizes the classification 
criterion of received signals based on their amplitudes. 
TABLE I.  CLASSIFICATION OF NOISE BASED ON SIGNAL AMPLITUDE 
Class Threshold components Numerical threshold 
value 
A Modulated signal r
modulated( )  1.1≤y   
B Modulated signal r
modulated( )  + 
AWGN r
awgn( )  
2.21.1  y   
C Modulated signal r
modulated( )  + 
AWGN r
awgn( )  + impulse noise 
r
impulse( )  
2.2≥y   
 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
A. RBF Networks: 
In this work, RBF network has been created with a spread 
constant value of 1.0, the selection of the spread constant was 
adjusted via trial and error based on the network prediction 
accuracy on new unseen dataset of size 500 data points. As for 
RBF networks performance assessment, we have constructed 
the confusion matrix as well as the receiver operating 
characteristic curve (ROC), as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, to 
assist in judging the classification accuracy of the RBF 
classifier. Fig. 1 shows the confusion matrix after training a 
RBF network. From this figure, the green-diagonal cells show 
the instances that are correctly assigned to their true classes. It 
can be clearly observed that 301 out of 301 class 1 (class A) 
cases were successfully classified as class A and with an 
accuracy of 60.2% and 123 class 2 (class B) test patterns out 
of 131 were correctly assigned to their corresponding class 
providing an accuracy percentage of 24.6, and so on arriving 
at an overall classification accuracy of 98.2% with only nine 
misclassified samples. Therefore, it can be said that the RBF is 
shown to be a quite powerful classification learner. Fig. 2 is 
the RBF network receiver operating characteristic (ROC) 
graph. It is noticed that the ROC curves of the three classes are 
coincided with each other, thus showing one curve on the top 
left corner indicating completely robust classification 
performance, since the further the ROC curve comes to the 45-
degree diagonal of the ROC space, the more the data points 
that were correctly classified.  
B. SKNs, CPNNs, and XYF Networks 
SKN, CPNN and XYF networks where implemented in 
MATLAB using a toolbox, outlined in [8]. The topology 
selected to represent the grid in each network among the 
proposed networks in this section is square in layout, of 20 
neurons in each side of the square grid, the number of training 
epochs is 100, the validation type performed on the training set 
along with the training phase is the Venetian blinds cross 
validation using five cross validation splits. The networks 
were tested on a testing set of 5,000 new data samples. The 
confusion matrices of the SKN, CPNN and XYF networks, 
shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, display an true 
classification percentages of 87.9%, 95.3% and 92.1% 
respectively. Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 provide clear 
visualization of the SKN, CPNN and XYF networks ROC 
graphs as well as the specificity and transitivity graphs of each 
class among the three classes. 
 
Fig. 1. RBF confusion matrix results 
 
Fig. 2. RBF receiver operating character (ROC) graph 
 
Fig. 3. SKN confusion matrix results 
 
Fig. 4. CPNN confusion matrix results 
 
Fig. 5. XYF network confusion matrix results 
 
Fig. 6. SKN receiver operating character (ROC) graphs 
 
Fig. 7. CPNN receiver operating character graphs 
 
Fig. 8. XYF receiver operating character graphs 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, four classification learners have been utilized in 
purpose of detecting a combination of impulsive and 
background noise in accordance with the received signal 
overall amplitude at the OFDM receiver. Relying on the 
testing results, we can conclude that the least accurate and 
therefore the least recommended approach among the 
proposed methods is the supervised Kohonen network, since it 
generated a classification rate of 87.1%, which is judged as 
somewhat unsatisfactory classification performance, and 
hence the fraction of misclassification that cannot be ignored 
and tolerated. Whereas, the most accurate and powerful 
network among the classification networks proposed in the 
present paper, is the RBF network. It should be noted that the 
remaining proposed algorithms: CPNN and XYF networks are 
considerably robust classification learners. he used artificial 
intelligence algorithms were found to be easy to implement, 
powerful and reliable techniques, hence it is recommended to 
employ them for noise detection in PLC channels modulated 
through OFDM modulation technology in order to identify 
impulsive positions so that they can be alleviated in the 
mitigation stage to eliminate their harmful effects. 
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